Muon MDT Calibration Constants
• MDT calibration requires about 4 Million constants which include:
Tube time offset (T0s), tube response functions (RT) & resolution functions • For the initial period not all those constants can be precisely determined due to lack of statistics. The ATLAS baseline calibration procedure needs millions of collision muons.
• At the start up of LHC, the luminosity is not high enough to deliver the required amount of muons, we use beam "splash" events for initial calibration.
• The calibration stream data is processed in three centers (Michigan, Munich, Rome) RT function curve RT depends on gas, T, P, B T0 depends on Trigger, cable length etc.
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ATLAS Beam Splash Events
Beam splash is created by colliding a single proton beam against a closed collimator 140m from the ATLAS Interaction Point (IP). Beam splash creates a huge flux of particles which fire nearly every channel in all the ATLAS detector channels. Typically many particles pass through each MDT chamber with some particle passing at the wire -producing a drift time equal to the T0. Hence, it is possible to determine the T0s for all chambers from a single beam splash event.
Beam splash data was taken in Nov 2009 and Feb, 2010 , about 50 events from each direction (A C and C A). Universal RT from Gas Monitor Chamber P= 3 bar, T=293K with standard MDT gas mixture: 93% Ar, 7%CO 2 RT function is determined by iterative segment residual minimization procedure with cosmic muon tracks every two hours .
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T max vs. Pressure, Temperature
RT function for each MDT chamber is corrected using temperature and magnetic field at the chamber level. The pressure correction is made globally (one correction for all chambers).
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Using the time offset (T0s) and RT to determine the drift distance (circles) of each hit for track fitting.
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Validation of Muon Calibration Constants 
